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Last time we ended with some words about:

I programming (philosophical)
I learning programming (philosophical)

Let us start from this today:

I C++ (technical)
I OpenGL (technical)
I GLUT (technical)
I “what on earth actually happened (or, was supposed to

happen) in Assignment 0?” (philosophical and technical)

Abstruse Goose: “How to teach yourself C++ in 21 days” (
http://abstrusegoose.com/249 )



C++

I Old
I Alive and well
I Evolving
I Backwards-compatible “down to C”
I Cross-platform (through native compilation!)
I Multi-paradigm (structural, object oriented, “template

metaprogramming”, some coarse “functional” approaches
possible)

I Complex as hell. . .



OpenGL – “glNameOfSomeCall()”

I One interface for graphics (alternatives: Windows-only
DirectX, upcoming/very new cross-platform Vulkan)

I Implemented as a library with specified function calls
I Cross-platform
I Widely used
I State machine!



OpenGL Utility Library – “gluNameOfSomeCall()”

I Some convenience functions on top of plain OpenǴL



GLUT – “glutNameOfSomeCall()”

I user interface library (Window + minimal keyboard and
mouse controls)

I Designed to make it easy to learn OpenGL (UI library is as
simple as possible)

I Not to be used for “production” (production-grade
cross-platform alternatives: SDL2, Qt, fltk, etc. . . )

I Perfect for its intended job
I Event-driven, based on registering callbacks



Let us try to “dissect” Assignment 0 somewhat together,
on-screen . . .

(We ended up spending quite some time on the dissection
part, because a part of the audience saw it as “useful” and
none dared to vote “not useful”).

Finally, on the next slides, the promised correction to the faulty
rotation matrix from last time.

Next lecture continues directly from the math part (“frames”,
i.e., local coordinate systems, and moving back and forth
between frames).



Example 1
THERE IS AN ERROR IN THE FOLLOWING SLIDE!
Consequences, including a very confused and almost
embarrassed teacher, can be seen on the lecture video. The
event was a lucky accident, pedagogically, because we got to
witness what happens when you “just believe” or “want to
believe” an equation without double-checking that it is valid!!

In a graphics program, such misconceptions would lead to
strange and unexpected behavior – things like “blank screen” or
“weird colors”. To solve such issues requires double-checking
all your changes since the last time you got expected behavior.

Correction will be discussed on the next lecture, but I leave it
up to you to try to find and correct the error. Hint: the
computations and mental model spoken on the lecture were
correct, but the slide has a misprint! As anticipated, identifying
and fixing the error would have been the logical conclusion of
some more minutes of focused time with a pen and a paper.



Example 1
THERE IS AN ERROR IN THIS SLIDE! Try to find and correct
it – getting it right will have taught you the math up to now.
Solution on next lecture.

Just one example of a linear transformation matrix useful in
graphics – Counter-clockwise [hint about the error: really?]
rotation of θ radians around the positive z-axis:

Rz(θ) =




cos(θ) sin(θ) 0
− sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1




How to remember / understand / fix this? Take a pen, draw a
unit circle on the xy-plane, and recall basic trigonometry from
school times! The “canonical” basis vectors [1, 0, 0]t and
[0, 1, 0]t must rotate along the unit circle to the expected new
positions.



Example 1

CORRECTED: Just one example of a linear transformation
matrix useful in graphics – Counter-clockwise rotation of θ
radians around the z-axis (pointing towards the viewer when
right-handed coordinates are used):

Rz(θ) =



cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0
sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1




How to remember / understand this? Take a pen, draw a unit
circle on the xy-plane, and recall basic trigonometry from
school times! The “canonical” basis vectors [1, 0, 0]t and
[0, 1, 0]t must rotate along the unit circle to the expected new
positions.


